Commentary

"Kelly and I have chosen to support Furman and to continue to increase our level of funding as a result of our steadfast belief in the enduring value of a liberal arts education. Our Furman experience, and I emphasize the word experience, created the firm foundation we both have relied upon to build two successful businesses."

— BRIAN McSHARRY ’88 OF GREENVILLE, AT THE RICHARD FURMAN SOCIETY BANQUET IN FEBRUARY, ON WHY HE AND HIS WIFE, KELLY KENNEDY McSHARRY ’88, SUPPORT FURMAN.

"The right-to-life people are extremely smart with their strategy. Go after late-term abortions and chip away, chip away, chip away. You are making an argument on late-term abortions that might end up being very useful to you as a limit on earlier abortions."

— POLITICAL SCIENCE PROFESSOR GLEN HALVA-NEUBAUER, IN A KANSAS CITY (MO.) STAR ARTICLE.

"When I began my career as a sustainability student, it was with a somewhat vague idea of sustainability. I knew that I was interested in living more harmoniously with the environment and making choices that would help everyone live a better life, but I did not then recognize this as the basis for sustainability. Each year here has taught me a new lesson in sustainability, which together created a learning experience I will never forget."

— ANNE-MARIE MEJIA ’13, ON "THE GREEN SCENE AT FURMAN" BLOG.

"The myths of vulnerability are that, one, it is weakness; two, I can opt out; three, it is letting it all hang out, or over-sharing; and four, I can go it alone. In reality, vulnerability is our most accurate measure of courage. It is the heart of all emotions; it isn’t optional. Without vulnerability, there is no intimacy. Vulnerability is about trust, intimacy and connection."

— BRENE BROWN, RESEARCH PROFESSOR AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON GRADUATE COLLEGE OF SOCIAL WORK, DURING FEBRUARY’S “ENGAGING FAITH” CONFERENCE SPONSORED BY THE CHAPLAINS OFFICE AND NEXUS CENTER.

"It’s an opportunity for juniors and seniors to live together and orient their lives around the intersection of their faith and their life in the Christian community."

— RIMES McELVEEN ’96, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF MERE CHRISTIANITY FORUM, IN A GREENVILLE NEWS ARTICLE. MCF PROMOTES CRITICAL EXPLORATION OF THE CHRISTIAN FAITH.

"This place was highly instrumental in my development as a person and as a musician, and it had a lot to do with where I ended up being."

— KEITH LOCKHART ’81, BOSTON POPS CONDUCTOR, DURING A VISIT TO CAMPUS IN FEBRUARY, WHEN THE FURMAN SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA PERFORMED WITH THE POPS.

"I’ve played a lot of instruments, but the ukulele is best, hands down. Four strings, four fingers, super happy. Get a ukulele. It’ll make you feel better."

— RUSS MORIN ’84, IN A GREENVILLE NEWS ARTICLE ON HIS WORK AS A LUTHER. VISIT RUSSMORIN.COM.

"Probably around 700 students in Greenville County Schools right now are part of families regarded as homeless — that is, staying in a shelter, staying piled in with family or friends, staying in a motel, or staying in a car."

— TONY McDADE ’79, DIRECTOR OF GREENVILLE AREA INTERFAITH HOSPITALITY NETWORK (GAIHN), IN TOWN MAGAZINE. GAIHN IS A COLLABORATION AMONG CHURCHES TO PROVIDE THE HOMELESS WITH SHELTER, FOOD AND SUPPORT.

"We had the repeal of ‘Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell’ back in the fall of 2011. People thought it was going to be a cathartic change, it was going to be significant, an upheaval of massive social proportions. And it was pretty much a non-event."